Numerology

for your kids

A Complete Guide

What is Numerology???

Numerology is a calculation of
"numbers" and "alphabates".Though it
has prevailed from 1970s but the
practice of numerology is known as
the modern science
There,s a famous quote, "Whats in a
name?" . But the name of your child
can infulence his present and future,
so can the birth date. Through
numerology the characteristics of
your child can be known .The
process is known as:
"The Life Path"

What is life path?

A Life path is the addition of each
number in the birth date , eg: if the
birth date is 5/10/1988 then the addition
would be: 5+1+0+1+9+8+8. If the total is
22, then we don't have to add 2+2
because 22 is the master number. The
same with 33.
There are different characteristics
of each number. Below are the values
and traits of each number.

Life Path 1
Life path “1” denotes a “leadership quality” in a person.
People with life path 1 are usually hard-working and
determined to the core. They usually avoid laziness
and avoid lazy people.
Passionate art lover and life full of energy, they
are fearless of challenges and therefore achieve
goals by overcoming all the obstacles.
They are also masters of their own, “They are
their own boss”. They prefer career where they
are independent and can go “out of the box” to be
number one.
They are good with multitasking. Being a good
problem solver, they are up to start up with new
projects. They are very innovative and can get
irritated if work doesn't go their way!!

Below are some traits of life path “1”
*Strength: leadership quality, multitasker, go getter
*Characteristics: self-governance, intelligent,
independent, hardworking
*Profession: Corporate leader, Military general,
Political Leader, Self Employment.
Some famous personalities with life path 1
*Tiger Woods
*Tom Cruise
*Tom Hanks
*Martin Luther king jnr.

Life Path 2
People with life path “2” are peacemakers by nature.
They avoid arguments and fights. Their shy and
oversensitive nature often leads them to hold back
their ideas.
They have huge number of friends because they are
sincere, honest and would bring the best in friendship
or love.

They are hypersensitive and love harmony. They are
loyal and loving spirits by nature, so when they say “I
care for you”, count on them because they actually
mean it.

Below are some traits of life path 2
*Strength: Religious, peacemaker, loyal
*Characteristics: Shy, sensitive, loves to make friends,
honest and loyal
*Profession: Usually prefer politics or counselling ,
attracted towards art- music or gardening
Some famous personalities with life path 2:
*Madonna
*Jennifer Aniston
*Michael Jordan
*Barak Obama
*Bill Clinton

Life Path 3
People with life path 3 have strong vibrations. They
are witty, charming and joyful. They are highly
creative and love to express themselves (verbally or
written). They are generally giving souls and are very
keen to respect other's emotions and feelings.
They are usually not good with money and think only
about today. They lead a carefree life and believe
“everything will be fine on its own”.They tend to be
moody and lonely if hurt emotionally.
Below are some traits of life path 3:
*Strengths: expressive, charismatic personality,
good listener
*Characteristics: generous, giving soul, joyous, highly
creative
*Career: anything related to art i.e. poet/ writer/
musician/ singers/performer, they can also be good
with designing or hairdressing

Famous personalities with life path 3:
*Hillary Clinton
*Shaina twain
*Rihanna
*Celine Dion
*Cristiano Ronaldo

Life Path 4
Being a “workaholic”, they are hardworking,
practical and determined. They are down to earth
and believe in hard work for success rather than
shortcuts. They plan and organise prior to start
any task.
Their home is their heaven and if it’s disorganised,
it’s a sign of their ill-health. They believe to “dream
with eyes open” and will never a set back stop
from following their dreams. Being an honest
person, they expect the same with others. They
are a great friend or partner, though they have a
small friend of circle.

Below are some traits of life path 4:
*Strengths: honesty, hard work, go getter
*Characteristics: practical, organised, great
companion,
*Career: Banker, businessman , financial planner,
architect
Some famous personalities with life path 4
*Brad Pitt
*Bill Gates
*Oprah Winfrey
*Nicole Kidman

Life Path 5

Those with life path as “5” are free birds. They
like freedom and are restless. They need changes and
adventure everyday or they tend to become “dramatic”
and “dull”. They love travelling and like to work where
travelling is involved.
They love meeting new people, to have new varieties
and changes. Being a free bird, they are often scared
of any relation or commitment. Sometimes they are
lost with directions in life due to their love of change.
They are good with motivating and counselling others.
They are usually risk takers.
Below are some traits of life path 5:
*Strengths: Risk Taker, Motivator,
*Characteristics: adventurous, restless, traveller,
risk taker , versatile
*Career: Advertising, PR, sales, stuntmen,
firefighters

Below are some famous personalities with life path 5
*Isaac Newton
*Angelina Jolie
*Steven Spielberg
*Vincent Van Gogh

Life Path 6
Those with life path 6 are the most loving of all
the numbers. They are responsible, reliable and
caring. Mostly homely or family oriented.
They like pleasing others and enjoy serving
others. They are the best caretaker and are
warm/compassionate.
6s are also known as influencers and their
behaviour can change the mood of the room.
They are fight stoppers and are responsible
for awareness and peacemaking.

Below are some traits of life path 6
*Strengths: Peacemaker, reliable, responsible
*Characteristics: Domestic, compassionate,
influencer
*Career: Teaching, spiritual healer, construction,
land-based works.
Famous Personalities with life path 6
*Albert Einstein
*Britney Spears
*Victoria Beckham
*Thomas Edison

Life Path 7
Life path “7” denotes loneliness. They prefer to
stay alone, and are secretive, pessimist, and
aloof. They lead mystery lives and do not want
people to know about them.
They are inclined towards spirituality and
spiritual practices. Reserved and introverts
are some of the traits 7s have.
On the other hand, they are wise, studious and
perfectionist. They are in love with nature(
oceans, flowers, plants, animals) , but they lack
faith which often leads them to drugs or
alcohol, making them cynical.. Their solitary
nature makes it difficult to create
bonds/relations.

Below are some traits of life path 7
*Strengths: Wise, studious, huge awareness
*Characteristics: loner, pessimist, spiritual,
perfectionist
*Career: anything related to science, math,s
physics, chemistry or commercial arts like
theater or dance.
Some famous personalities with life path 7
*Muhammad Ali
*Julia Roberts
*Bruce Lee
*Johnny Depp
*James Cameron

Life Path 8
Number 8 is known as “debt of past births”.
They are bad when it comes to taking advises.
They tend to follow their own ideas rather than
someone else.
The safest thing for them is financial security. 8s
are known for authority, material wealth, ambition
and caution.
Being blunt and honest usually end up hurting up
others feelings making them appear insensitive.
But “all that glitters is not gold”. They are not what
they show outside. They think deeply about others
and their feelings.
They are “born leader” and represent strong
organizational skills and broad vision.

Work ethics and strong leadership quality helps
them with earning "money"
A unique skill 8s have is analysing situation and
consequences of past, present and future.

Below are some traits of life path 8
*Strengths: Strong vision, leadership qualities, work
ethics
*Characteristics: bad with advice, born leader,
analytical
*Career: Business, law, psychiatry, management
Some famous personalities with life path number 8
*Alexander Graham Bell
*Nelson Mandela
*Pablo Picasso
*Michelangelo

Life Path 9
Selflessness, generosity, and helping are some of
the traits for life path 9. They are ready to help
others with all the money, time and energy they
have. They are natural leaders and take
leadership on every task, even if not assigned.
But the opposite is what they get. 9s feel they
are lonely and are disowned by parents and take
responsibility on themselves. The tendency of
helping often leads to financial imbalance for
them.
They can easily for go past and believe in ending
up things as soon as possible. They believe in
making earth a better place to live.

Below are some traits of life path 9
*Strengths: Positive attitude, content with self
*Characteristics: helping nature, selflessness ,
inner peace
*Career: archaeologists, anthropologists and
sociologists.
Some famous personalities with life path 9
*Mahatma Gandhi
*Mother Teresa
*Jim Carrey
*Elvis Presley

Life Path 11
A Magnified version of life path 2 is “11”. Spiritual,
visionary, charismatic, dreamer, and thinker, they
have it all. They are intuitive and sensitive. They can
analyse the situation and sense behind the act.
They believe in faith rather than logic. Sometimes
they can be moody and impractical. Perfectionist
and great vision makes them great students,
writers, and teachers.
Below are some traits of life path 11
*Strengths: vision, intuitive, perfection
*Characteristics: spiritual, dreamer, deep thinker
*Career: Writers, teachers, healers, musicians,
artists

Some famous personalities with life path 11
*Bill Clinton
*David Beckham
*Prince Charles
*Michelle Obama

Life Path 22
Life path 22 is the most influential number, they
are masters of their dream. They can easily make
their dream come true. 22s have great spiritual
knowledge. Great vision and an intuitive nature make
them the most powerful number of all number
paths. But sometimes the fear of failure and
rejection make them under perform
Below are some traits of life path 22
*Strengths: vision, intuitive nature, determination
*Characteristics: Spiritual, selfless
*Career: Architect, content writer, army officer,
programmer/ analyst
Some famous personalities with life path 22
*Will Smith
*14th Dalai Lama
*Bryan Adams

In China, people actually relate some meaning to
numbers to make it more lucky,"even
numbers"are considered more lucky.
Not only for naming but people also follow
some numbers as "Lucky number" or numbers
like "678" and numbers like "7" and "13" are
considered unlucky.
Here by, we advise you to name your child
based on the life path number to ensure you do
not regret ever in your life and don’t give your
child a chance to change his/ her name.

Happy Naming

By- SuperBaby

